ISO 45001 Occupational Health & Safety

BSI’s Best Practice Migration Journey
ISO 45001 will be the first truly international management system standard for Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S). Through our experience of developing standards and managing thousands of client interactions every year, BSI knows the best practice way of upgrading to a new standard smoothly. Our comprehensive suite of training and support material has been structured to guide you and your organization through the process, every step of the way.

Buy a copy of ISO 45001 and supporting BS 45002 as soon as possible

Understand some of the new requirements in more detail, visit the BSI website for the latest whitepapers

The Importance of Leadership
Understand how leadership is being incorporated in all new ISO Standards and what this means in practical terms

Process versus Procedures
Understand the difference between a process and a procedures approach and how this relates to the new High Level Structure

Introducing Annex SL
Understand the new High Level Structure for all new management system standards

Developed by experts, our range of migration courses ensures you fully understand the changes and the core requirements

Senior Management Briefing
This executive session highlights the benefits of an effective OH&S MS and the leadership responsibilities

Migration
Learn about the new ISO high level structure (HLS) and the key changes between OHSAS 18001 and ISO 45001

Implementing Changes
Discover proven best practices to help you apply changes to the standard in your organization

Auditor Migration
Combined with the migration course, you’ll not only learn about ISO 45001 but also build up your auditing skills

BSI has developed a comprehensive toolkit to help you understand the changes and implement them in your organization

ISO 45001 Guide
Provides an overview of the new High Level Structure (HLS) and the requirements of the new standard

Executive Briefing
To help leaders understand their responsibilities and the advantages of adopting the new standard

Mapping Guide
An overview of the changes, deletions, new or enhanced requirements between OHSAS 18001 and ISO 45001

Internal Communications Pack
To help you communicate the changes and new requirements within your organization including a leadership briefing and presentation

BSI has a wide range of services to help you implement the changes and understand how well you’re doing

Gap Assessment
BSI can carry out an optional ‘gap-analysis’ to help you identify any weaknesses or omissions prior to formal assessment

BSI Entropy™ Software
Manage your transition as effectively as possible with BSI Entropy™ Software

Migration Assessment
Gain accredited certification to the new standard and benefit early for the enhanced performance it will bring

Understanding
Training
Transition Guides
Support Services

ISO 45001 Best Practice Journey
6 Key Steps for a successful migration

Don’t delay – start to upgrade today

1. Talk to your BSI Client Manager
   - Discuss your challenges and timelines
   - Review the latest videos and whitepapers on the BSI website for background information
   - Buy a copy of ISO 45001 (and supporting BS 45000-2)

2. Attend BSI’s Training programme
   - Delivered by experts, understand the new requirements faster and in greater detail by attending one of our training courses.

3. Communicate with your organization
   - Talk to your leadership team about the new requirements
   - Communicate the revision to your wider organization to gain buy in
   - Send regular updates on progress

4. Set up an Internal Project Team
   - Download BSI’s migration toolkit which will guide you through the migration
   - Create an implementation plan and monitor progress
   - Take a fresh look at your OH&S MS
   - Implement the new requirements on leadership, risk and context of the organization
   - Change your documentation to reflect the new structure

5. Gap Assessment
   - To help you prepare for ISO 45001 we can use our experts to complete a gap analysis to identify your strengths and weaknesses. This will then help you prepare for Step 6

6. Migration Assessment
   - Working with your BSI client manager you can complete your migration to ISO 45001 before the withdrawal of BS OSHAS 18001 in March 2021.

ISO 45001 Migration Timeline
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Visit our website to find out the latest status
www.bsigroup.co.in